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The crystal structures of the 6H perovskites BajNiRuzO,, BaJZnRuzOY, and Ba3CoRu,0g have been 
refined from neutron powder diffraction data collected at 5 or 2 K. BaJNiRu,Og and Ba,ZnRu,Og have 
hexagonal symmetry, space group P6,lmmc: uNi = 5.7256(2). cNi = 14.0596(2) A; azn = 5.7549(2), cZn 
= 14.1328(2) A,. BalCoRuzOq undergoes a phase transition from hexagonal symmetry at room tempera- 
ture to orthorhombic symmetry at 2 K, space group Cmcm: ace = 5.7456(l), bco = 9.9177(2), cc0 = 
14.0862(3) A. In all three compounds the cation sites within the face-sharing octahedra of the 6H 
structure are occupied by Ru’+; the corner-sharing octahedra are occupied by Zn2+, Ni2+, or Co’+. The 
neutron diffraction data show that BalNiRu,Og is magnetically ordered at 5 K, with antiferromagnetic 
coupling between RuS+ ions in the Ru209 dimers and ferromagnetic coupling along approximately linear 
Ni2+-0-Ru5+ superexchange pathways. The magnetic moments align along z. Ba,CoRu20g is also 
magnetically ordered with antiferromagnetic coupling in the Ru,O, dimers, but in this 
case antiferromagnetic superexchange between Co 2+ ions leads to a more complex magnetic struc- 
ture. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 

Introduction 

Much of our recent research has been 
concerned with the magnetic properties of 
Ru’+ in perovskite-like compounds (1, 2). 
In this paper we turn our attention to the 
magnetic properties of the same species in 
the 6H-BaTiO, structure (3). It has been 
shown (4) that in Ba,ZnRu,O,, Ba,NiRu,O,, 
and Ba,CoRu,O, the Ru’+ ions occupy the 
face-sharing octahedral sites of the 
6H-BaTiO, structure, thus forming Ru,O, 
dimers, while the corner-sharing octahedral 
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sites are occupied by the divalent cation. 
We have studied these three compounds by 
neutron powder diffraction in order to ex- 
plore the magnetic interactions that occur 
both within and between the dimers. In 
Ba,ZnRu,O, the dimers may be considered 
to be isolated magnetically by the interven- 
ing ZnO, octahedra, whereas in Ba,NiRu,O, 
and Ba,CoRu,O, the presence of the para- 
magnetic species Ni*+ or Co2+ increases the 
likelihood of further, long-range magnetic 
interaction. 

Fernandez et al. (5) have undertaken a 
detailed study of these three phases by 99Ru 
MGssbauer spectroscopy. Their results for 
Ba,CoRu,O, show the presence of an inter- 
nal hyperfine field having a strength (Hint = 
511 kOe) consistent with the presence of 
magnetically ordered Ru5+ at 4.2 K. The 
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data for Ba,NiRu,Og also show a hyperline 
field, albeit a weak one (Hint = 318 kOe), 
and are thus consistent with the existence 
of long-range antiferromagnetic order, as 
suggested by the magnetic susceptibility 
study of Byrne and Moeller (6). The latter 
observed a complex behavior of l/x vs T 
and concluded that the Ni compound is anti- 
ferromagnetic below 95 K. They suggested 
that there may be a ferromagnetic coupling 
between Ru5+ and Ni2+ (d3-d*) as predicted 
by Goodenough (7) but these conclusions 
have never been confirmed by neutron dif- 
fraction. In the case of Ba,ZnRu,O,, Fer- 
nandez et al. (5) also observed an 18-line 
pattern at 4.2 K, the linewidths being broad 
and the magnetic flux density at Ru again 
being unusually small. This result is more 
difficult to explain. The observation of mag- 
netic hyperfine splitting in the Mijssbauer 
spectrum implies either the presence of 
long-range magnetic order despite the re- 
placement of Ni2+ and Co’+ by diamagnetic 
Zn’+ or a very slow relaxation time for the 
Ru spins in isolated dimers. A susceptibility 
study referred to by Fernandez et al. (5) 
apparently revealed a pronounced increase 
in x at low T, which cannot be explained on 
the basis of isolated Ru dimers. Long-range 
order via Ru-0-Zn-0-Ru superexchange 
therefore seems to be suggested. However, 
the Miissbauer spectrum of Ba,CaRu,O, 
shows no hyperfine splitting and is consis- 
tent with the presence of isolated Ru,O, di- 
mers. The absence of long-range magnetic 
order in the Ca compound has been con- 
firmed in neutron scattering experiments (8) 
but the true nature of the zinc: compound 
has not been clarified in this way. 

Experimental 

Approximately 10 g polycrystalline 
batches of Ba,ZnRu,O,, Ba,CoRu,O,, and 
Ba,NiRu,O, were prepared from appro- 
priate stoichiometric mixtures of BaCO,, 
ZnO, NiO, Co,O,, and dried RuO, (Johnson 

Matthey ‘Specpure’ Reagents). The mix- 
tures were thoroughly ground in an agate 
mortar, pelleted, and fired in platinum cruci- 
bles, initially at 8OO”C, then to 1200°C at a 
rate of l”/min. After regrinding and repellet- 
ing the samples were heated for a total of 10 
days at 1200°C (Zn) and 1300°C (Ni and Co) 
with two intermediate regrindings. Room- 
temperature X-ray powder diffraction pat- 
terns of all three products could be indexed 
on the basis of a 6H-BaTiO,-like hexagonal 
unit cell. Neutron diffraction data were col- 
lected at 5 K (Ni and Zn) or 2 K (Co) on the 
medium resolution diffractometer Dla and 
ILL, Grenoble. Samples were contained in 
thin-walled vanadium cans and held in a 
cryostat with an Al tail. Data were collected 
at 28 intervals of 0.05” over the angular range 
0 < 28 < 156, each experiment taking ap- 
proximately 11 hr. 

Results 

Profile analysis of the diffraction data was 
carried out by the Rietveld (9) method, as- 
suming a Gaussian shape for the Bragg 
peaks and using the following coherent scat- 
tering lengths: b(Ba) = 0.52, b(Zn) = 0.57, 
b(Ni) = 1.03, b(Co) = 0.25, b(Ru) = 0.73, 
6(O) = 0.58 x lo-l2 cm. The background 
level was estimated by interpolation be- 
tween regions of the profile where there 
were no Bragg peaks, and statistical varia- 
tions were taken into account in assigning a 
weight to each profile point. The starting 
model for the refinement of all three struc- 
tures was the structure of Ba,NiSb,O, as 
determined by Jacobson and Calvert (10), 
with Ru occupying the cation positions in 
the face-sharing octahedra, and Ni, Zn, or 
Co occupying the vertex-sharing sites. 

(i) Strrrctrrre Rejinement c$ Ba,NiRu,O, 
trrd Brr3ZnRu20, 

Initially it was assumed that there was no 
magnetic scattering in the data. Refinements 
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of the nuclear structures in space group P6,/ 
mmc (giving a total of 18 variable parame- 
ters) converged smoothly to agreement fac- 
tors R,, = 8.62%, R, = 2.9%, Rexp = 3.95% 
for Ba3ZnRu,0,, and R,, = 9.90%, R, = 
3.47%, Rexp = 2.73% for Ba,NiRu,Og. No 
evidence was found either for disorder of 
RuIMZ+ over their respective sites or for 
partial occupancy of the oxygen sites. It was 
apparent at this stage, however, that a small 
amount of additional (magnetic) scattering 
was present in the case of the Ni compound. 
The predicted (7) Ru5+-O-Ru5+ 90” super- 
exchange is antiferromagnetic, whereas that 
predicted for a 180”Ni*+-O-Ru5+ pathway 
is ferromagnetic. The magnetic model 
drawn (12) in Fig. 3 is consistent with these 
predictions and was therefore tested for 
Ba,NiRu,O,. The model is composed of fer- 
romagnetic sheets of Ni*+ ions, each of 
which is coupled ferromagnetically to six 
Ru5+ ions in different Ru,O, dimers; the 
antiferromagnetic coupling within each di- 
mer ensures that successive Ni*+ layers 
have opposite spin directions. The Ni*+ and 
Ru5+ magnetic moments were constrained 
to lie along the z axis of the hexagonal unit 
cell. The free-ion form factor for Ni*+ was 
taken from Watson and Freeman (II), while 
the curve derived during a study of Sr,Er 
RuO, (13) was used for Ru5+. This model 
refined to give reasonable values for the 
magnetic moments on both cations (,uRU = 
1.5(2), PNi = 1.7(l) pa), and a significant 
improvement in the overall profile fit (Rwp 
= 9.56%, R, = 3.11%, R,, = 12.6%). At- 
tempted refinements with the Ni-0-Ru in- 
teraction antiferromagnetic, or with the mo- 
ments constrained to lie in the xy plane, gave 
poorer fits. Magnetic models for Ba,Zn 
Ru209, with antiferromagnetic intracluster 
interactions and either ferro- or antiferro- 
magnetic intercluster interactions, did not 
lead to significant improvements in the over- 
all fits, and on this basis we conclude that 
any long-range magnetic order present in 
this compound requires an ordered moment 

of no more than 0.4 ,..&a per Ru’+. The final 
observed, calculated, and difference diffrac- 
tion profiles are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2 for 
Ba,NiRu,O, and Ba,ZnRu20g, respectively. 

(ii) Strrrcture Rrfinemc~nt oj’ Btr,CoRrr30, 

The appearance of the diffraction pattern 
of Ba,CoRu,O, was very different from that 
of Ba,NiRu,O,. In order to index all the 
Bragg peaks, it was necessary to lower the 
symmetry from hexagonal to orthorhombic, 
using a primitive unit cell having a = 
5.7456(l), b = 9.9177(2), and c = 14.0862(3) 
k i% %rtho - ahexr bortho - ~&exr Cmtho - 

chex. In devising a magnetic structure consis- 
tent with this symmetry we again made the 
assumption that the magnetic coupling 
within the Ru,O, dimers would be antiferro- 
magnetic. Furthermore, because the crystal 
structure of a 6H perovskite is C-centered 
in this orthorhombic unit-cell (space group 
Cmcm) we assumed that the reflections hav- 
ing h + k = 2n + 1 must be magnetic in 
origin, i.e., the C-centering is absent from 
the magnetic symmetry. A structure consis- 
tent with these conditions is drawn in Fig. 
4. Each Co atom is coupled to six others 
along a superexchange pathway of the form 
Co-O-O-Co. Of these six linkages, four 
are antiferromagnetic and two are ferromag- 
netic; the distance between antiferromag- 
netically coupled Co atoms being slightly 
shorter than that between ferromagnetic 
pairs. Each Ru atom is coupled to three Co 
atoms via a Ru-O-Co linkage; two of these 
interactions are ferromagnetic, the third is 
antiferromagnetic. The superexchange 
within the Ru,O, dimers is always antiferro- 
magnetic as required. Subsequent profile 
analysis showed that this is a valid model 
for the crystal and magnetic structures of 
Ba,CoRu,O,, with refinements of 13 atomic 
parameters, an overall temperature factor, 
the ordered magnetic moments of the Ru’+ 
and Co*+ ions, and the usual profile parame- 
ters converging to the following agreement 
factors: Rwpr = 11.8%, R, = 4.7%, Rmag = 
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FIG. 1. The observed, calculated, and difference neutron powder diffraction profiles of Ba,NiRu,Og at 
5 K. Reflection positions are marked. 
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FIG. 2. The observed, calculated, and difference neutron powder diffraction profiles of Ba,ZnRu,O, at 
5 K. Reflection positions are marked. 
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FIG. 3. The crystal structure of Ba$4Ru,09 (M = Ni or Zn) with Ba atoms omitted. The directions of 
the ordered atomic magnetic moments in BaJNiRu20P are shown. 

29.8%. The final observed, calculated, and 
difference diffraction profiles are drawn in 
Fig. 5. The most obvious discrepancy, a 
sharp peak at 28 - 84”, is likely to be a (220) 
reflection from the Al cryostat which was 
left unshielded during the collection of this 
particular data set. The relatively high mag- 
netic R-factor is a reflection of the weakness 
of the magnetic scattering. The ordered 
magnetic moments of the Co2+ and Ru5+ 
ions were found to lie along the y axis of the 
unit cell with refined magnitudes of 2.71(5) 
and 1.44(5) pa, respectively. when the free 
ion form factor (II) was used for Co2+. 

Discussion 

The refined atomic coordinates and bond 
distances/angles for Ba,ZnRu,O, (Tables I 
and II) and Ba,NiRu,O, (Tables III and IV) 

confirm the basic structural features of the 
proposed 6H-BaTiO, structure. Ru exclu- 
sively occupies the face-sharing octahedral 
sites in both cases, with the metal atoms 
being displaced away from the centers of 
the octahedra in opposite directions to give 
Ru-Ru distances of 2.685 and 2.681 A in 
Ba,ZnRu,O, and Ba,NiRu,O,, respectively. 
It may also be noted that the O( l)-O( 1) dis- 
tances within the shared face are compara- 
tively short, at 2.641 and 2.634 A;, respec- 
tively, thus helping to ‘shield’ the 
Ru5’-Ru5+ repulsion. The average Ru-0 
bond length of 1.965 A is very similar to 
that found in other Ru5+ oxides (2, 24, f5), 
although the RuO, octahedra are less regular 
than those reported previously. 

Although Ba,CoRu,O, undergoes a trans- 
formation to orthorhombic symmetry be- 
tween room temperature and 2 K, the crys- 
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Fit. 4. The crystal and magnetic structures of Ba,CoRuIO, viewed along x. The directions of the 
ordered magnetic moments are shown. 

tal structure is still essentially that of a 6H again the oxygen-oxygen distances within 
hexagonal perovskite, as can be seen from the shared octahedral face are relatively 
Fig. 4 and the atomic parameters and bond short at 2.67 A (01-02). There are now 
distances presented in Tables V and VI. The four different Ru-0 distances in the first 
shortest Ru-Ru distance is 2.677 A and once coordination shell of the transition metal, 

TABLE 1 

STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS FOR Ba3ZnRu209 AT 5 K (SPACE GROUP P6,lmmc) 

Atom Site x Y 

Bal 2b 0 0 
Ba2 4f 113 213 
Ni 2a 0 0 
Ru 4f 113 213 
01 6h 0.4864(3) - 0.0273(5) 
02 12k 0.1715(2) 0.3430(4) 

Note. a = 5.7549(2), c = 14.1328(2) .& 

Biso 

z (A?) 

l/4 0.12(7) 
0.9101(2) 0.08(6) 

0 0.18(7) 
0.1551(l) 0.16(4) 

114 0.29(4) 
0.41571(9) 0.25(3) 
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FIG. 5. The observed, calculated, and difference neutron powder diffraction profiles of Ba3CoRu,0g at 
2 K. Reflection positions are marked. 

but they fall into two distinct groups, as 
found in the hexagonal Ni and Zn analogues. 

Our neutron diffraction data prove that 
Ba,NiRu,O, is antiferromagnetic at 5 K, as 
has been suggested previously on the basis 
of Mossbauer and susceptibility data. The 
ordered magnetic moment of the Ru5+ ions 
is somewhat smaller than the value of ca. 

TABLE II 
BIND LENGTHS (A) AND BOND ANGI ES (“1 

IN Ba?ZnRu,O, AT 5 K 

Bal-01 
Bal-02 

2.881(3) x 6 
2.899(3) x 6 

Zn-02 2.083(3) x 6 
Ru-Ru’ 2.68X2) 
01-01 2x541(5) x 2 
01-01’ 3.114(5) x 2 
02-Zn-02 90.6 
Zn-02-Ru 176.9 

Ba2-0 I 
Ba2-02 
Ba2-02’ 
Ru-01 
Ru-02 
01-02 

2.891(4) x 3 
2.879(4) x 6 
2.943(4) x 3 
2.032(4) x 3 
1.898(3) x 3 
2.820(4) x 4 

Ol-Ru-01’ 81.1 
Ol-Ru-02 170.4 
02-Ru-01 91.7 

I .9 pa found previously in cubic and pseudo- 
cubic perovskites (12, 14), although a value 
of only I .2 pB was found in Ca,YRuO, (15). 
The magnetic moment of 1.7( 1) pa found for 
Ni2+ in this work is only slightly lower than 
that found in other Nizf oxides (16). Inad- 
equencies in the chosen form factors may, 
in part, account for these reductions, but 
it is worth noting that the hyperfine field 
measured in the Miissbauer study of Ba,Ni 
Ru,O, was anomalously low. Ba,NiRu,O, is 
the first compound containing Ru,O, dimers 
in which the presence of long-range mag- 
netic order has been proved by neutron dif- 
fraction, although spin pairing within indi- 
vidual dimers is well-established (17). The 
observation of ferromagnetic coupling be- 
tween Ru5+ and Ni2+ was postulated by By- 
rne and Moeller (6) in the interpretation of 
their magnetic susceptibility data. The 
strength of this interaction will be enhanced 
by the almost-linear Ni-0-Ru superex- 
change pathway (NidRu = 177.2”). Similar 
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TABLE III 

STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS FOR Ba,NiRuzOg ATS K(SPACEGROUP P6,lmmc) 

Atom Site 

Bal 
Ba2 
Ni 
RU 
01 
02 

2b 0 0 l/4 0.00(S) 
4f l/3 213 0.91 lO(2) O.lO(7) 
2a 0 0 0 0.20(4) 1.7(l) 
4f 113 213 0.1546(l) 0.18(5) I .5(2) 
6h 0.4867(3) - 0.0266(6) l/4 0.27(4) 

12k 0.1708(2) 0.3415(4) 0.4170(l) 0.15(3) 

Note. a = 5.7256(2), c = 14.0596(2) A. 

ferromagnetic coupling has also been pro- 
posed to account for the unusual magnetic 
properties of the perovskite BaLaNiRuO, 
(I). The alignment of the spins along z, rather 
than in xy plane is perhaps due to the second 
order spin-orbit coupling associated with 
both Ni2+ and Ru’+, although likely to be 
stronger in the latter. 

The difference between the magnetic 
structures of Ba,NiRu,O, and Ba,CoRu,O, 
is quite striking. Our results show that both 
compounds exhibit antiferromagnetic cou- 
pling within the Ru,O, dimers, but that the 
magnetic ordering observed among the diva- 
lent cations is quite different in the two 
cases. This presumably stems from the fact 
that the t2g orbitals are not completely filled 
in the case of Co2+, thus increasing the 
strength of the antiferromagnetic 
M2 +-O-O-M’+ superexchange within the 

TABLE IV 

BOND LENGTHS&AND BOND ANGLES (") 
IN Ba,NiRu,O, AT 5 K 

Bal-01 2.866(4) x 6 Ba2-01 2.883(5) x 3 
Bal-02 2X95(3) x 6 Ba2-02 2.864(4) x6 

Ba2-02’ 2.906(4) x 3 
Ni-02 2.05q3) x 6 Ru-01 2.027(4) x 3 
Ru-Ru’ 2.681(2) Ru-02 1.902(3) x 3 
01-01 2.634(5) x 2 01-02 2.824(5) x 4 
01-01’ 3.091(5) x 2 
02-Ni-02 90.9 Ol-Ru-01’ 81.0 
Ni-02-Ru 177.2 02-Ru-01 91.9 

Ol-Ru-02 170.6 

layers of corner-sharing octahedra which lie 
perpendicular to the z axis (Fig. 4). The filled 
t2g orbitals of Ni2+ cannot take part in such 
an interaction, and we therefore find ferro- 
magnetic layers in Ba,NiRu,O,, thus max- 
imizing the number of ferromagnetic, - 180 
Ni-6-Ru linkages. The Co-0-Ru superex- 
change pathways are also almost linear 
(Ru-63-Co = 176.8”, Ru-04-Co = 
177.2”) and so ferromagnetic coupling be- 
tween Ru and Co is predicted in Ba, 
CoRu,O,. However, the antiferromagnetic 
Co-O-O-Co coupling and the ferromag- 
netic Co-0-Ru coupling cannot be com- 
pletely satisfied simultaneously, and the re- 

TABLE V 

STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS FOR Ba,CoRu,Og AT 2 K 
(SPACE GROUP Cmcm) 

Atom Site x 
IPI 

Y Z (Yd 

Bal 4c 0 0.000(l) II4 
Ba2 8f 0 0.3342(S) 0.0897(2) 
co 4a 0 0 0 2.71(4) 
Ru 8f 0 0.3284(5) 0X450( 1) 1 M(5) 
01 4c 0 0.5136(9) 114 
02 8g 0.270(l) 0.2477(6) l/4 
03 8f 0 0.8335(6) 0.0833(8) 
04 16h 0.2547(9) 0.0892(5) 0.0833(4) 

Note. Overall Biso = 0.13(3) A*. a = 5.7456(l), b = 
9.9177(2), c = 14.0862(3) ii. 
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TABLE VI 
BOND LENGTHS (A) AND BOND ANGLES (“1 

IN Ba$oRu20q AT 2 K 

Bal-01 
Bal-02 
Bal-02’ 
Bal-03 
Bal-04 

co-03 
co-04 

Ru-Ru 
01-02 
01-02’ 
01-04 

2.677(7) 
3.06(l) x 2 
2.67(l) x 2 
2.84(l) x 4 

03-04 
03-04’ 
04-04” 
03-co-03 
03-co-04 
04-G-04 

2.93(2) x 2 
2.87(2) x 2 
2.80(2) x 2 
180.0 
91.2 
90.2 

Ru-03-0~ 176.8 
Ru-04-0~ 177.2 

2.88(l) x 2 
2.90(l) x 2 
2.83(l) x 2 
2.87(l) x 2 
2.91(l) x 4 

2.03(l) x 2 
2.074(9) x 4 

Ba2-01 2.88(l) 
Ba2-02 2.87(l) x 2 
Ba2-03 2.95(2) 
Ba2-03’ 2.87(2) x 2 
Ba2-04 2.84(l) x 2 
Ba2-04’ 2.90(l) x 2 
Ba2-04” 2.92(l) x 2 
Ru-01 2.06(l) 
Ru-02 2.03(l) x 2 
Ru-03 1.90(l) 
Ru-04 1.92(l) x 2 
02-02 3.10(l) 
02-02’ 2.64(l) 
02-03 2.83(2) x 2 
02-04 2.83(l) x 2 
04-04 2.94(l) 
04-04’ 2.93(l) 
04-04” 2.82(l) 
Ol-Ru-02 81.6 
Ol-Ru-03 171.7 
Ol-Ru-04 91.0 
02-Ru-03 92.1 
02-Ru-04 91.6 
OZ-Ru-04’ 170.5 
03-Ru-04 94.6 

sultant structure represents a compromise 
in which 2/3 of the Ru-O-Co couplings are 
ferromagnetic, l/3 antiferromagnetic, 
whereas 2/3 of the Co-O-O-Co couplings 
are antiferromagnetic, l/3 ferromagnetic. 
The antiferromagnetic coupling in the latter 
case is stabilized by the orthorhombic dis- 
tortion, which reduces the distance between 
antiferromagnetic Co pairs. The magnitude 
of the ordered magnetic moment of the Ru5+ 
ions in Ba,CoRuzO, is similar to values re- 
ported previously (2, 14, 15) whereas the 
value of 2.7 pa found for Co*+ is perhaps 
lower than expected for an ion with a 3d’ 
electron configuration. It may be that the 
reduction in site symmetry has essentially 
quenched any orbital contribution to the 
magnetic moment. Alternatively, the low 
value of the moment (and the high value of 
RmJ may arise from the use of a collinear- 
spin model for the magnetic structure. 

Our failure to detect any magnetic Bragg 
scattering in the diffraction pattern of Ba, 
ZnRu209 indicates that there is no long- 

range magnetic order in this compound at 5 
K. This is consistent with the suggestion by 
Fernandez et al. (5) that the Neel tempera- 
ture of Ba,ZnRu,O, is only slightly higher 
than 4.2 K. The weak hyperfine field and the 
relatively large linewidths observed in the 
Miissbauer data collected at that tempera- 
ture can then be explained as arising from 
an unsaturated spin system displaying time- 
dependent relaxation phenomenajust below 
the ordering temperature. Further neutron 
diffraction experiments at lower tempera- 
tures are needed to confirm this model. Fi- 
nally, we note that this interpretation of our 
neutron data gives no explanation for the 
anomalous increase in magnetic susceptibil- 
ity which occurs for many of these hexago- 
nal Ru5+ perovskites at very low tempera- 
tures. The cause of this increase is still 
uncertain. 
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